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Introduction

The West reads and writes text from the left to the right while Indian-
Arabic numbers are from the right to the left. English has 14 as fourteen
instead of ten·four, and switches order from 21, to twenty·one. Yet,
structurally the latter is two·ten·one. As another example, 59 with
fifty·nine structurally is five·ten·nine. These examples clarify that there
exists a mathematically proper pronunciation that satisfies didactic clarity
so that pupils could learn arithmetic more easily.

Seen from the perspective of the pupil, the traditional pronunciation can
be called mean and the mathematically proper way is nice.

This means that teaching arithmetic does not only deal with number and
language but also with dialect. The proposal here is to teach in a nice
language but also clarify the translation. The translation of mathematical
pronunciation to standard English would be a mere matter of learning
another dialect. Given that children learn other languages with ease,
while this concerns only a small set of words and concepts, that
translation cannot be much of a burden. Perhaps the English and
American reluctance to learn other languages and accept dialects is a
larger bottleneck than possible doubts about the didactic advantages.
The key notion thus is to regard traditional English as a dialect indeed,
and extend lessons on arithmetic with clarification of the dialect.

The first chapter contains a longer discussion of this proposal. The
second chapter Marcus learns to count with ten contains a stylized
presentation for six-year olds. This is not intended for actual use in class
but contains the framework for starting to think about that. Six-year olds
can still be orienting on left and right, for example, and it could take more
refined material to handle the issue.

These first two chapters don’t change arithmetic and essentially argue
for a change in language, though the language in arithmetic. The third
chapter Numbers in base six in First Grade ? is more radical and
considers the option to use fingers and hand in base six before using
base 10.

Readers who are not familiar with the positional system will benefit from
the first two chapters to understand the number structure in the third.

You can also read the chapters in reverse order and imagine that a pupil
first learns base six in First Grade and later, in Second Grade, changes
to base ten. Reading the chapters in this order helps to see how the
simple numbers of base six with finger and hand can lay a foundation for
the larger sizes of base ten.

We might agree on this: Counting the fingers on the back of the hand
(with the thumbs in the middle) we use the decimal system, and,
counting the fingers on the palm of the hand (with the thumbs sticking
out) we use base six, i.e. the senary system. In a senary system with
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two hands, the right hand for the units 0 to 5 and the left hand for the
number of right hands, in the order of the Indian-Arabian positional
system:

(a) we still use the fingers with their great educational value
(b) we use a limited number of symbols with short calculations for the

positional shift
(c) we still have the richness of 36 for serious work
(d) and we use the positional system so that we can achieve elementary

insight in the structure of numbers and arithmetic, including
multiplication.

When we have this foundation in First Grade and below then the later
change to the decimal system seems a repetition of moves, relatively
simple and enlightening. This third chapter is limited to the design of a
most attractive system and it poses this question for empirical research:
can pupils in First Grade already multiply ?

My earlier books Elegance with Substance (2009) and Conquest of the
Plane (2011), see the reviews by Gamboa (2011) and Gill (2012),
presented a new diagnosis for the problems in the education in
mathematics. The key point appears to be that mathematicians are
trained for abstraction while education is an empirical issue. Stepping
into a classroom those minds trained for abstraction meet with real life
pupils, and they resolve their cognitive dissonance by relying on
tradition. The idea must be: ‘Teach mathematics and arithmetic as it has
been done for ages, that seems to work.’ However, the subject material
has grown historically and isn’t necessarily designed for clear didactics.
My two books re-engineer mathematics for didactic purpose. Their
advice is that each nation has a parliamentary enquiry into the education
of mathematics, in order to arrive at appropriate change.

This present book on some aspects on arithmetic for elementary school
can be included in the list of examples where tradition is not as friendly
to pupils as it can be made.

This book has a Dutch original in Colignatus (2012) that was written at
the occasion of my son M.’s sixth birthday.
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English as a dialect for a didactic number system

Introduction

There is a number system with didactic clarity so that pupils could learn
arithmetic more easily. The translation to English would be a mere
matter of learning another dialect, which cannot be a burden given the
ease by which children learn other languages, and also given the small
set of words and concepts. Perhaps the English and American
reluctance to learn other languages and accept dialects is a larger
bottleneck than possible doubts about the didactic advantages. The key
notion in this paper thus is to regard English as a dialect indeed, and
extend lessons on arithmetic with clarification of the dialect.

The issue came to my attention by Gladwell (2008:228):

“Ask an English-speaking seven-year-old to add thirty·seven
plus twenty·two in her head, and she has to convert the words to
numbers (37 + 22). Only then can she do the math: 2 plus 7 is 9
and 30 plus 20 is 50, which makes 59. Ask an Asian child to add
three-tens-seven and two-tens-two, and then the necessary
equation is right there, embedded in the sentence. No number
translation is necessary: It’s five-tens-nine.”

There is not only the notation of 59 and the pronunciation, but also the
notation of the pronunciation. Instead of ‘five-tens-nine’ a better notation
is ‘five·ten·nine’, thus no ‘tens’ and thus the use of a middle dot. The
hyphen is unattractive since it is too similar to subtraction. The dot is not
pronounced, like the hyphen or comma.

The choice derives from mental working space. Gladwell (2008:228):
“(…) we store digits in a memory loop that runs for about two seconds.”
English numbers are cumbersome to store. He quotes Stanislas
Dehaene: “(…) the prize for efficacy goes to the Cantonese dialect of
Chinese, whose brevity grants residents of Hong Kong a rocketing
memory span of about 10 digits.”

Decimal system

The problem has an internationally quick fix: Use the Cantonese system
and sounds for numbers. It would be good evidence based education
(EBE) to determine whether this would be feasible for an English
speaking environment (for starters, located in Hong Kong).

There may be a bit more to it, though, and also relevant for this EBE.
See Colignatus (2009:64-68) and Ejersbo & Misfeldt (2011). The
decimal number system has, for numerals a, b, c, d, ….:
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integer = a * 10
0
  + b  * 10

1
 + c * 10

2
 + d * 10

3
 + …

The West reads and writes text from the left to the right while Indian-
Arabic numbers are from the right to the left. Thus fourteen is 14.
English switches order at 21 to twenty·one while Dutch continues till 100
and also inserts ‘and’, see een en twintig 100. Thus instead of saying
abcd… we have reversed ...dcab, awith a special twist for the numbers
below 20 (English) or 100 (Dutch).

Colignatus (2009) mentions the option to mirror the numerals. Thus 19

becomes . It does not take much time to get used to, and when
working from left to right the handling of the overflow in addition feels
rather natural.
 

1234

567

     89

1890

Colignatus (2009) discusses the four combinations of Indian / mirror and
writing / pronouncing. The numerical system however is well established
and given the psychological preference for size over precision the
present order in writing might be alright.

It also depends upon when the pupils can learn multiplication. It is an
option to see whether they already can do so for the numbers up to 5
before progressing with the numbers above 20. When multiplication is
known then it is easier to highlight the numerical structure. NB. Rather
‘times’ and the verb ‘to time’ than ‘multi-plus’ and ‘multiplication’.

We may use ‘… c * hundred & b * ten & a’ where the star indicates times
and the ampersand plus, which are written but not pronounced, with
possibly a colour code. The ampersand is historically and meaningfully
related to the plus operator. These unpronounced symbols might be
seen as the passive residues of the active operators, see the ‘procept’
notion. Indeed, we might as well write ‘… c × hundred + b × ten + a =
…cba’ and then tell the pupils that the number is pronounced like on the
left but without pronouncing the operators. However, this conflicts with
the assumed abstraction level of the pupils and the need to first learn to
pronounce the numbers before understanding the structure in the
pronunciation. It can be something to reflect on later however.

Language pecularities

In the course of converging on the format ‘five·ten·nine’, I noted some
language pecularies. I can compare only the properties of English and
Dutch and hope that such properties are instructive for other languages.
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For English it may be easier to switch from ‘ten’ to ‘tens’. In Dutch it is
the move from ‘tien’ to ‘tientallen’ (numbers of ten) which is too long
anyway. An option is to use a new plural, ‘tienen’. However, the plural
‘tens’ is not needed, and may cause later problems for higher powers
such as ten·ten·ten for thousand. Thus ‘tens’ and ‘tienen’ can be used
but in discussion and not official pronunciation.

English distinguishes ‘ten’ and ‘teen’ in ‘fourteen’ while Dutch uses ‘tien’
everywhere (such as ‘viertien’). The solution in Dutch is to introduce a
new label ‘tig’ which can be done since 20 = ‘twintig’ and 30 = ‘dertig’
and so on. The equivalent for English would be to use ‘ty’ so that we
would get ‘two·ty’ ‘three·ty’. The latter is not necessary since we can
already use ‘ten’. Perhaps ‘two·ty’ is better than ‘two·ten’ but ‘ten’ does
fine. Better to have hundred = ten·ten than ty·ty.

English tends to keep separate words and people also write ‘twenty two’.
Dutch tends to concatenate words to new terms and concepts, and
prefers ‘tweeëntwintig’ above ‘twee-en-twintig’. For pupils learning the
structure of the number system it is useful to find a medium grond. The
middle dot then is better than a hyphen since the subject area is
arithmetic and there might be a confusion with the minus sign.

We can apparently handle the pecularities of these Western natural
languages.

Notes on Marcus learns to count with ten

(1) That text contains a stylized presentation for six-year olds. This is
not intended for actual use in class but contains the framework for
starting to think about that.

(2) The idea is to write ‘five·ten·nine’, where the dot is not pronounced
and the order helps to decode the position.

(3) Much of arithmetic can be already done by proper pronunciation.
Having that creates room for the operators plus and minus.

(4) Numbers are called low and high instead of small and large, since
the latter would refer to absolute sizes, and a wrong convention might be
a block in the later introduction of negative numbers.

(5) Putting the tables of addition together in a big table gives the
opportunity to discuss patterns.

(6) Addition of many numbers uses the separation of numbers of ten (or
larger) as an intermediate step. After some experience the pupils will of
course use the direct method.
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Marcus learns to count with ten
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1.  Marcus and his friends at school

Marcus is now at school.

His friends Sam and Susan are in his class too.

They have reading, writing and arithmetic.

The teacher is called Linda.

Miss Linda shows how to do it.
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2.  Marcus knows ten cyphers and eleven numbers

Marcus knows the letters of the alphabet.

He uses the letters to make words.

Marcus also knows the ten cyphers.

We use these to make the first eleven numbers.

zero 0
one 1
two 2
three 3
four 4
five 5
six 6
seven 7
eight 8
nine 9
ten 10

A hand has 5 fingers.

Two hands have 10 fingers.

When you calculate with zero you better use candy.

It is Marcus’s birthday and he brought cookies !
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3.  Count and add

Numbers can be used for counting.

You count when you say: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, … and so on.

Numbers can be used for addition.

You add when you say plus and then what it adds up to.

Or when you write + and then =.

This adds 1.

zero plus one is one 0 + 1 = 1
one plus one is two 1 + 1 = 2
two plus one is three 2 + 1 = 3
three plus one is four 3 + 1 = 4
four plus one is five 4 + 1 = 5
five plus one is six 5 + 1 = 6
six plus one is seven 6 + 1 = 7
seven plus one is eight 7 + 1 = 8
eight plus one is nine 8 + 1 = 9
nine plus one is ten 9 + 1 = 10

You can add also in a column.

number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
plus 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

is 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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4.  Count down and subtract

Numbers can be used to count down.

This is when you say: 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0

Numbers can be used for subtraction.

You subtract when you say minus and then what is the
difference.

Or when you write – and then =.

This subtracts 1.

one minus one is zero 1 – 1 = 0
two minus one is one 2 – 1 = 1
three minus one is two 3 – 1 = 2
four minus one is three 4 – 1 = 3
five minus one is four 5 – 1 = 4
six minus one is five 6 – 1 = 5
seven minus one is six 7 – 1 = 6
eight minus one is seven 8 – 1 = 7
nine minus one is eight 9 – 1 = 8
ten minus one is nine 10 – 1 = 9

Check: 9 – 2 = 7 because 7 + 2 = 9.

You can subtract also in a column.

number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
minus 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

is 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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5.  From ten to two·ten

Sam says: ten is the highest number.

Not true, Marcus says, eleven is higher.

Eleven is a weird number, Susan says.

It is the same as ten·one but people also say eleven.

Yes, Marcus says, for ten·two they say twelve.
That is easy for telling the hour.

number 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
plus 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

is 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Ten plus ten is two·ten. You write a dot but don’t say it.

Miss Linda explains that people say the numbers also in the
other order. Then the names sound differently.

Marcus, Sam and Susan learn the numbers to two·ten.

They also learn that they can say twenty.

Reverse order

ten 10 ten
ten·one 11 eleven
ten·two 12 twelve
ten·three 13 thirteen
ten·four 14 fourteen
ten·five 15 fifteen
ten·six 16 sixteen
ten·seven 17 seventeen
ten·eight 18 eighteen
ten·nine 19 nineteen
two·ten 20 twenty
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6.  From two·ten to three·ten

Sam says: two·ten is the highest number.

Not true, Marcus says.

Two·ten plus one gives two·ten·one.

This is higher.

And so on, Marcus says.

Miss Linda explain that people say twenty·one in reverse.

number 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
plus 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

is 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Two·ten plus ten gives three·ten.

They learn that they also can say thirty.

Marcus, Sam and Susan now learn the numbers to
three·ten.

Also used

two·ten 20 twenty
two·ten·one 21 twenty·one
two·ten·two 22 twenty·two
two·ten·three 23 twenty·three
two·ten·four 24 twenty·four
two·ten·five 25 twenty·five
two·ten·six 26 twenty·six
two·ten·seven 27 twenty·seven
two·ten·eight 28 twenty·eight
two·ten·nine 29 twenty·nine
three·ten 30 thirty
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7.  From three·ten to four·ten

Sam says: three·ten is the highest number.

Not true, Marcus says.

Three·ten plus one gives three·ten·one.

This is higher.

And so on, Marcus says.

Sam and Susan don’t believe it.

Marcus says: if you don’t believe it, then calculate it
yourselves.

number 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
plus 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

is 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Three·ten plus ten is four·ten.

They learn that they also can say forty.

Marcus, Sam and Susan now learn the numbers to four·ten.

Also used

three·ten 30 thirty
three·ten·one 31 thirty·one
three·ten·two 32 thirty·two
three·ten·three 33 thirty·three
three·ten·four 34 thirty·four
three·ten·five 35 thirty·five
three·ten·six 36 thirty·six
three·ten·seven 37 thirty·seven
three·ten·eight 38 thirty·eight
three·ten·nine 39 thirty·nine
four·ten 40 forty
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8.  From four·ten to five·ten

Sam says: four·ten is the highest number.

Not true, Marcus says.

Four·ten plus one gives four·ten·one.

And so on, Marcus says.

Sam and Susan now agree with him.

number 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
plus 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

is 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

Four·ten plus ten gives five·ten.

Five children with each ten fingers have five·ten fingers in
total.

They learn to count to five·ten.

Also used

four·ten 40 forty
four·ten·one 41 forty·one
four·ten·two 42 forty·two
four·ten·three 43 forty·three
four·ten·four 44 forty·four
four·ten·five 45 forty·five
four·ten·six 46 forty·six
four·ten·seven 47 forty·seven
four·ten·eight 48 forty·eight
four·ten·nine 49 forty·nine
five·ten 50 fifty

Miss Linda applauds.

They are such smart kids !
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9.  Ten·ten is hundred

Miss Linda says:

Shall I show you the numbers to a hundred ?

Hundred, Susan asks, what is that ?

Hundred, Miss Linda explains, that is ten·ten.

Ten children with ten fingers have ten·ten fingers jointly.

And so on, Marcus says, raising his hand with one finger.

Miss Linda laughs.

Yes, she says, that is a hundred and one.
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10.  Hundred and one numbers

Miss Linda shows the numbers to hundred.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91
2 12 22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92
3 13 23 33 43 53 63 73 83 93
4 14 24 34 44 54 64 74 84 94
5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95
6 16 26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96
7 17 27 37 47 57 67 77 87 97
8 18 28 38 48 58 68 78 88 98
9 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

These are the numbers of ten.

Also used

ten 10 ten
two·ten 20 twenty
three·ten 30 thirty
four·ten 40 forty
five·ten 50 fifty
six·ten 60 sixty
seven·ten 70 seventy
eight·ten 80 eighty
nine·ten 90 ninety
ten·ten 100 hundred
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11.  Above hundred

Sam says: hundred is the highest.

Not true, Marcus says.

Hundred plus one is hundred·one.

And so on, Marcus says.

Didn’t you pay attention, Sam ?

Miss Linda already said this, didn’t she ?

Sam and Susan now agree with him.

Miss Linda nods. Hundred·one is 101.

number 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
plus 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

is 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110

Miss Linda says: let us look at the numbers less than
hundred.
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12.  The tables of addition to ten

Miss Linda says: let us look at the table of addition

When we add 1, 2 and 3 then we get this table.

+       1       2       3

1 1 + 1 = 2 1 + 2 = 3 1 + 3 = 4
2 2 + 1 = 3 2 + 2 = 4 2 + 3 = 5
3 3 + 1 = 4 3 + 2 = 5 3 + 3 = 6

And so on, Marcus says.

Miss Linda nods.

When we add the numbers to ten then we get this table.

+ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Do you see that five fingers plus five fingers is ten fingers ?

And four fingers plus six fingers is ten fingers too.

Do you see that ten plus ten is two·ten ?
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13.  Mental addition in steps

Susan may pick a number. She says 4.

Sam may pick a number. He says 8.

Miss Linda ask Marcus to add these up.

Marcus counts down from 4 to 3.
For the second number he counts up from 8 to 9.

number 4 3
plus 8 9

is

Marcus counts down from 3 to 2, and up from 9 to 10.

number 4 3 2
plus 8 9 10

is 12

Marcus looks in the table. Yes, 4 + 8 = 12.

Miss Linda explains what is easy to do:

• If the first number is less than 5 you count down, and for
the second number you count up.

• If the first number is 5 or more you count up, and for the
second number you you count down.
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14.  Mental addition with jumps

When you learn the table by heart then it goes faster.

Then you don’t make steps but jumps.

How do you do these sums ?

Does everyone in class have the same outcome ?

5 + 6 =

7 + 8 =

9 + 3 =

2 + 6 =

4 + 7 =
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15.  The table of addition of two·ten

Miss Linda says: When I use small cyphers then I can make
the table of addition for 1 to 20.

Two·ten plus two·ten is four·ten.

+ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Susan may pick a number. She says 9.

Sam may pick a number. He says 14.

Miss Linda asks Marcus to add these.

Marcus counts from 9 to 10, and down from 14 to 13.

number 9 10
plus 14 13

is 23

Marcus checks the table. Yes, 9 + 14 = 23.
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16.  Adding more numbers

Sam may pick a number. He says 7.

Susan may pick a number. She says 11.

Marcus may pick a number. He says 6. It is his sixth
birthday.

The friends start adding the three numbers.

When they find 0 or 10 then they stop changing them.

number 7 8 9 10
plus 11 10 10 10
plus 6 6 5 4

is 24

You can also use mental addition:

7 + 11 + 6 =

   18    + 6 = 24
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17.  Adding many numbers

They may pick one or two numbers each.

Sam says 5 and 11. Susan says 20 and 3. Marcus says 14.

The class wants to find out what these numbers add up to.

Miss Linda shows a fast way.

She takes the numbers of ten apart.

number 5 5 5
plus 11 10 1 11
plus 20 20 0 20
plus 3 3 3
plus 14 10 4 14

is 40 13 53

Five·ten·three. That is a high number !

Marcus shows another way to do it.

5 + 11 + 20 + 3 + 14 =
   16    + 20 + 3 + 14 =
        36       + 3 + 14 =
              39       + 14 =
                    40 + 13 =
                    50 +   3 = 53

He thinks that the way by Miss Linda is faster.
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18.  Times

The class counts how many tiles a stoop has.

You count how many groups there are and how many are in
a group.

Here is a group of two tiles. How many tiles are there ?

one times two tiles

1  × 2 = 2 tiles together

Two groups of two tiles. How many tiles are there ?

two times two tiles

2  × 2 = 4 tiles together

Three groups of two tiles. How many tiles are there ?

three times two tiles

3  × 2 = 6 tiles together

Four groups of two tiles. How many tiles are there ?

four times two tiles

4  × 2 = 8 tiles together

Seven groups of two tiles. How many tiles are there ?

seven times two tiles

7  × 2 = 14 tiles together

Ten groups of two tiles. How many tiles are there ?

ten times two tiles

10  × 2 = 20 tiles together
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19.  Length times width

A stoop has length and width.

This stoop is 5 tiles long en 4 tiles wide.
How many tiles are there ?

                             Wide

length times width is all

5 times 4 tiles

5  × 4 = 20 tiles togetherLong

This stoop is 4 tiles long en 5 tiles wide.
How many tiles are there ?

                             Wide

length times width is all

4 times 5 tiles

4  × 5 = 20 tiles togetherLong

This stoop is 10 tiles long and 10 tiles wide.
How many tiles are there ?

ten times ten tiles

10  × 10 = 100 tiles together

PM. What is the difference with

10.  Hundred and one numbers ?
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20.  The table of times

Miss Linda says: now we look at the table of times.

When we time 1, 2 and 3 with each other then we get the
following table.

×       1       2       3

1 1 × 1 = 1 1 × 2 = 2 1 × 3 = 3
2 2 × 1 = 2 2 × 2 = 4 2 × 3 = 6
3 3 × 1 = 3 3 × 2 = 6 3 × 3 = 9

And so on, Marcus says.

Miss Linda nods.

When we time 1 to 10 with each other then we get the
following table.

× 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30

4 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

6 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60

7 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70

8 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80

9 9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90

10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Do you see that 5 children with each 10 fingers is 5 × 10 =
50 fingers ?

And 4 children and each 6 marbles is 4 × 6 = 24 marbles.
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21.  Speaking is silver, silence is gold

Miss Linda shows these sums:

2 × 10 + 7     =     20 + 7    =    27  =    two·ten·seven

two     ten    seven         speaking

          times   plus              silence

6 × 10 + 3     =     60 + 3    =    63  =    six·ten·three

six      ten     three         speaking

          times   plus              silence

The name of a number is how it is calculated with ten.

Idea: write × with red and + with green when you don’t
pronounce them.
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22.  A present for Marcus

Miss Linda says:

Marcus has his birthday and I have a present for him.

Marcus, here are the very high numbers.

Short

ten 10 ten
ten·ten 100 hundred
ten·ten·ten 1000 thousand
ten·ten·ten·ten 10000 ten·thousand
ten·ten·ten·ten·ten 100000 hundred·thousand
ten·ten·ten·ten·ten·ten 1000000 million

In this way you make a high number:

number 5000 five·thousand
plus 300 three·hundred
plus 80 eight·ten
plus 7 seven

is 5387 five·thousand·three·hundred·eight·ten·seven

Miss Linda explains:

There are three·hundred·million people in the USA.

Sam says: that is the highest number that I know.

Not true, Marcus says.

300·million plus one gives 300·million·one.

And so on, Marcus says.

Miss Linda laughs.

She says: Today your name is And so on Marcus.
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23.  Marcus counts sheep

It is evening and Marcus is in bed.

His head is full of numbers.

He cannot sleep.

He counts sheep.

One, two, three, four, five, …

Thousand, thousand and one, thousand and two, …

Million, million and one, million and two, million and three,
….

Million·million, million·million and one, ….

Marcus says: and so on.

He falls in a happy sleep.
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Numbers in base six in First Grade ?

Introduction

A sense of number is natural to many mammals and at least humans,
see Piazza & Dehaene (2004). We teach children to use their fingers to
count to 10. Milikowski (2010): “Kaufmann concludes: a brain doing
arithmetic needs the fingers for a long while for support. They apparently
help to build a bridge from the concrete to the abstract. In other words:
the use of the fingers helps the brain to learn the meaning of the
cyphers.”

There is one however. We can wonder: might this not be misplaced
concreteness ? Are we perhaps distracted by those ten fingers while
mathematical insight can lead to a much better approach ? Might finger
counting to 10 not be an archaic simplism without didactic foundation ?

This question causes these subquestions:

(1) Might counting to 10 not be too complex an introduction and might
counting with the base of 5 or 6 not be sufficient to achieve insight in
the meaning of number and the structure in arithmetic ?

(2) When you use the right hand for units and the left hand to count the
number of right hands then don’t you count from 0 to 5 again on the
left hand ? Does this not satisfy the educational use of the fingers ?
And does this not mean that we achieve a higher level of abstraction
at the same time, since counting hands actually is multiplication ?

(3) Does the complexity of using 10 not show from the fact that we use
artificial means for the numbers higher than 10, since there are no
more fingers, with the well-known difficulty of the positional shift ? Is
the positional shift not easier to grasp when using two hands ?

(4) Is the use of the decimal system not based upon a misunder-
standing, and actually wrong, since with ten fingers we actually
should use a system with base 11 (the undecimal system) ?

In a system with base six with two hands, the right hand for the units 0 to
5 and the left hand for the number of right hands, in the order of the
Indian-Arabian positional system, we still use the fingers with their great
educational value, and (a) we use a limited number of symbols with
short calculations for the positional shift, (b) we still have the richness of
36 for serious work, and (c) we use the positional system so that we can
achieve elementary insight in the structure of numbers and arithmetic,
including multiplication. When we have this foundation in First Grade
and lower then the later change to the decimal system seems a
repetition of moves, relatively simple and enlightening. If there is insight
in the basics of arithmetic then this could make it easier to change to the
decimal system with its larger numbers. Perhaps there would be an
overall improvement, on balance.
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The issue remains tentative because it has not been researched. Few
parents will submit their children to such experiments. But we can make
the proposition as attractive as possible. The following is targetted at
designing the best senary system that could be subjected to research.

New symbols and names

The senary system is not new, see wikipedia (2012). The examples
show that using the same cyphers in a double role can be confusing.
Thus we pick new symbols. We can use the same names ‘zero’ to ‘five’
as long as we use systematic pronunciation above six.

The symbols and the first numbers

See Table 1 for the symbols. The number of straight sides gives the
number (numerical value).

Table 1: Symbols and the first six numbers

Hands Symbol Pronunciation Decimal

ø zero 0

׀ one 1

Γ two 2

∆ three 3

□ four 4

⌂ five 5

(i) For 2 I also considered Λ (capital labda) but for dyslexia this is too
similar to ∆ (capital delta). V is already Roman 5. And > (larger than)
better is reserved even though it may not be used at this level.

(ii) For arithmetic it is easier to look at your palm and check how the
thumb holds down other fingers.

The question “How many fingers do you see ?” starts requiring a
distinction between left and right. We might consider gloves or thimbles
to indicate the different kinds of counting.

But the simple solution is: Counting the fingers on the back of the hand
(with the thumbs in the middle) we use the decimal system, and,
counting the fingers on the palm of the hand (with the thumbs sticking
out) we use the senary system.

(iii) One advantage of a new system is that we can choose the names
systematically. The present decimal system has been stamped by
tradition and we write 19 (from left to right, ‘ten·nine’) but pronounce
‘nineteen’ (from right to left). It is tempting to write and pronounce the
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new senary digits from the left to the right. However, the change to the
present decimal system later on would become confusing. Hence we
maintain the Indian-Arabian order from right to left, but since we read
and write from left to right we also adopt that order of pronunciation.

From five to six

How do we go from five to six ? The best choice is that ׀ on the left hand
means, and is called, ‘(one) (right) hand’. Five fingers mean five when
the fingers are spread out while there is one hand when all fingers are
held together, see Table 2. The positional shift arises by the equality of a
whole right hand with a single finger on the left, see Table 3.

Table 2: From five to six

Five fingers One (right) hand, value six

Table 3: Positional shift

Equality

  =   

(i) It was an important step in this design to use ‘hand’ indeed instead of
‘six’, to signify the new unit of account. Six undoubtedly has a higher
level of abstraction but in this phase we intend to support the process
towards that abstraction. As a unit of account ‘right hand’ is too long but
the use of ‘hand’ of course can be supported with the explanation that
we are counting right hands.

(ii) It is a research question whether it is better to use base 5, where a
right hand with five fingers is equal to a single left finger, and can be
replaced by it. The positional shift might be coded as that five right
fingers are equal to one left finger. However, this first advantage turns
into a later disadvantage. Thinking continually in terms of equality and
replacement will slow down the process of counting.

The positional shift can also be explained by letting five fingers be
followed by a whole right hand, and replace this by a single finger on the
left. In that manner the focus remains on the fingers too. The use of
language requires accuracy: a hand has five fingers but as whole it has
the value of six fingers – and that whole is represented by holding the
fingers together.

(iii) An advantage of the senary system is the link to the hours of the day
and the number of months. One can imagine adapted clock-faces.

Continued counting

See Table 4 for continued counting from six. Between the words we
insert a middle dot that we do not pronounce. A dot is better than a dash
since that can be confusing with minus.
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(i) It is a research question whether we can also give the names of the
decimal cyphers and numbers. Thus next to ‘hand·one’ also ‘seven’ and
up to twelve. It might be confusing to have more names for a number but
it might also help pupils to understand the strange words that their
parents are speaking. Since children are apt at learning languages these
other words need not be confusing, at least when the numbers maintain
a system.

Table 4: Combinations in hand and two·hand

Hands Symbol Pronunciation Decimal

ø ׀ hand 6

׀ ׀ hand·one 7

Γ ׀ hand·two 8

∆ ׀ hand·three 9

□ ׀ hand·four 10

⌂ ׀ hand·five 11

Hands Symbol Pronunciation Decimal

Γ ø two·hand 12

Γ ׀ two·hand·one 13

Γ Γ two·hand·two 14

Γ ∆ two·hand·three 15

Γ □ two·hand·four 16

Γ ⌂ two·hand·five 17

See Table 5 for how the two hands are exhausted at 36 so that we
continue counting in Table 6 with lux = hand·hand (from the luxury of a
third hand).

Table 5: Combinations in five·hand

Hands Symbol Pronunciation Decimal

⌂ ø five·hand 30

׀ ⌂ five·hand·one 31

⌂ Γ five·hand·two 32

⌂ ∆ five·hand·three 33

⌂□ five·hand·four 34

⌂⌂ five·hand·five 35
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Table 6: Combination in lux = hand·hand

Hands Symbol Pronunciation Decimal

ø ø ׀ lux 36

׀ ø ׀ lux·one 37

ø Γ ׀ lux·two 38

∆ ø ׀ lux·three 39

□ ø ׀ lux·four 40

⌂ ø ׀ lux·five 41

Plus and times

The number of possible additions with result ⌂ is limited (׀ + □ en Γ + ∆,
and both in reverse) so that there will quickly be a positional shift, that
can be calculated easily as well.Table 7 shows a calculation in columns,
that also might be done in larger jumps: ∆ + ∆ = ∆ + Γ + ׀ = ׀ + ⌂ = ׀ø.

Table 7: Addition in columns

Number ∆ □ ⌂ ø׀

Plus ∆ Γ ׀ ø

Is ø׀

The advantage of having both few symbols and numbers till 36 means
that we can consider the introduction of multiplication. For these pupils it
seems better to speak about ‘times’ and ‘to time’ rather than the long
terms ‘multiplication’ and ‘multiply’ (multi-plus).

In Holland, First Grade is limited to addition and subtraction with the
numbers to 20. This will be related to the positional shift, the illogical
pronunciation of the numbers (‘nineteen’ instead of ‘ten·nine’ and
‘twenty’ instead of ‘two·ten’), and the fact the multiplication may quicly
give such awkward numbers. When we take a fresh look at the issue
then we may agree that learning the numbers to 20 does not have a
priority in itself. In the senary system we can count till 36 and this seems
doable and clear. Unless research would show that First Grade can only
grasp number size but not multiplication.

The curious point is:

When pupils in First Grade can master above senary system
then this itself shows that they can master elementary
multiplication. Counting hands namely is multiplication by six.
Can they multiply different numbers ?
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Standard is  Γ + Γ + Γ = ∆ × Γ =  ׀ø. There is also ∆ + ∆ = Γ × ∆ =  ׀ø.
The discussion of a rectangle and its surface shows that times is
commutative. Thus, the order of times does not matter.

When there are five cats with each two eyes then there are Γ + Γ + Γ + Γ
+ Γ = ⌂ × Γ =  ׀□ or six·four eyes in total. With five cats you have five left
eyes and five right eyes, thus ⌂ + ⌂ = Γ × ⌂  =  ׀□.

Many pupils of age six could learn this. A sufficient amount of them to
introduce the approach in the general curriculum ?

Counting the number of Γ ’s is a higher level of abstraction (the levels
identified by Pierre van Hiele). Counting is the ticking off of the elements
of a set. It is a higher level of abstraction to see a set as a new unit of
account, and then tick off the sets.

The following is an important insight with respect to times:

A result like 5 × 2 = 10 is trivial for us but only since we learned
this by heart.

Some authors argue that pupils need not learn the table of times by
heart but must first feel their way. This runs against logic. If you don’t
learn the table of times by heart then you remain caught in the world of
addition. This is very slow and does not contribute to understanding.
Remember what times is:

(1) To know what times means: taking a set of sets
(2) To know how you can count single elements but that it is faster

to only count the border totals
(3) To know which table to use to look it up (namely × instead of +)
(4) And faster because you know the table by heart.

A calculation like  ׀ × ׀׀Γ = ׀∆Γ  contains operations that seem doable at
this level. Table 8 uses those higher numbers to make the issue
nontrivial. First Grade will use lower numbers. How high can we go ?
Nice is ׀ø × ׀ø = ׀øø  but  ׀ = ׀׀ × ׀׀ Γ׀  would remain instructive.

Table 8: Calculating 7 times 8

Γ׀   6 + 2 = 8

×     ׀׀   6 + 1 = 7

Γ׀   6 + 2 = 8

+    Γø׀ 36 + (2 × 6) = 48

Γ∆׀ 36 + (3 × 6) + 2 = 56

This calculation shows the advantage of knowing what times means.
Who knows what it is can understand how the numbers are contructed,
and can also understands what arithmetic is (the collection of the
weights of the powers of the base number). For this reason it is
didactically advantageous to have times available as quickly as possible.
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Tables

Table 9 gives the table of addition and Table 10 for times. Learning by
heart is required for the decimal system but inadvisable for the senary
system since you would later learn the decimal one. At this stage it
suffices to be able to look up the result in the table, and to see how the
tables hang together, and how they have some structure (e.g. the
diagonals).  For example, see in both tables how ∆ + ∆ + ∆ = ∆ × ∆.

Table 9: Table of addition for 1 to 12

+ ׀ Γ ∆ □ ⌂ ø׀ ׀׀ Γ׀ ∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø

׀ Γ ∆ □ ⌂ ø׀ ׀׀ Γ׀ ∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø Γ׀
Γ ∆ □ ⌂ ø׀ ׀׀ Γ׀ ∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø Γ׀ ΓΓ
∆ □ ⌂ ø׀ ׀׀ Γ׀ ∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø Γ׀ ΓΓ Γ∆
□ ⌂ ø׀ ׀׀ Γ׀ ∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø Γ׀ ΓΓ Γ∆ Γ□
⌂ ø׀ ׀׀ Γ׀ ∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø Γ׀ ΓΓ Γ∆ Γ□ Γ⌂
ø׀ ׀׀ Γ׀ ∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø Γ׀ ΓΓ Γ∆ Γ□ Γ⌂ ∆ø
׀׀ Γ׀ ∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø Γ׀ ΓΓ Γ∆ Γ□ Γ⌂ ∆ø ׀∆
Γ׀ ∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø Γ׀ ΓΓ Γ∆ Γ□ Γ⌂ ∆ø ׀∆ ∆Γ
∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø Γ׀ ΓΓ Γ∆ Γ□ Γ⌂ ∆ø ׀∆ ∆Γ ∆∆
□׀ ⌂׀ Γø Γ׀ ΓΓ Γ∆ Γ□ Γ⌂ ∆ø ׀∆ ∆Γ ∆∆ ∆□
⌂׀ Γø Γ׀ ΓΓ Γ∆ Γ□ Γ⌂ ∆ø ׀∆ ∆Γ ∆∆ ∆□ ∆⌂
Γø Γ׀ ΓΓ Γ∆ Γ□ Γ⌂ ∆ø ׀∆ ∆Γ ∆∆ ∆□ ∆⌂ □ø

Table 10: Table of times for 1 to 12

× ׀ Γ ∆ □ ⌂ ø׀ ׀׀ Γ׀ ∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø

׀ ׀ Γ ∆ □ ⌂ ø׀ ׀׀ Γ׀ ∆׀ □׀ ⌂׀ Γø
Γ Γ □ ø׀ Γ׀ □׀ Γø ΓΓ Γ□ ∆ø ∆Γ ∆□ □ø
∆ ∆ ø׀ ∆׀ Γø Γ∆ ∆ø ∆∆ □ø □∆ ⌂ø ⌂∆ øø׀
□ □ Γ׀ Γø Γ□ ∆Γ □ø □□ ⌂Γ øø׀ □ø׀ Γ׀׀ Γø׀
⌂ ⌂ □׀ Γ∆ ∆Γ ׀□ ⌂ø ⌂⌂ □ø׀ ∆׀׀ ΓΓ׀ ׀∆׀ ø□׀
ø׀ ø׀ Γø ∆ø □ø ⌂ø øø׀ ø׀׀ Γø׀ ø∆׀ ø□׀ ø⌂׀ Γøø
׀׀ ׀׀ ΓΓ ∆∆ □□ ⌂⌂ ø׀׀ ׀Γ׀ Γ∆׀ ∆□׀ □⌂׀ Γø⌂ ΓΓø
Γ׀ Γ׀ Γ□ □ø ⌂Γ □ø׀ Γø׀ Γ∆׀ □□׀ Γøø Γ׀Γ ΓΓ□ Γ□ø
∆׀ ∆׀ ∆ø □∆ øø׀ ∆׀׀ ø∆׀ ∆□׀ Γøø Γ׀∆ Γ∆ø Γ□∆ ∆øø
□׀ □׀ ∆Γ ⌂ø □ø׀ ΓΓ׀ ø□׀ □⌂׀ Γ׀Γ Γ∆ø Γ□□ ∆øΓ ∆Γø
⌂׀ ⌂׀ ∆□ ⌂∆ Γ׀׀ ׀∆׀ ø⌂׀ Γø⌂ ΓΓ□ Γ□∆ ∆øΓ ∆Γ׀ ∆□ø
Γø Γø □ø øø׀ Γø׀ ø□׀ Γøø ΓΓø Γ□ø ∆øø ∆Γø ∆□ø □øø

Advantages and disadvantages

In summary, the advantages of the senary system for First Grade are:

(1) There is a small number of symbols that can be chosen for clarity
(2) The number of calculations for the positional shift is small and

clear too
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(3) Calculations can be done on two hands, with the right hand for
units and the left hand for the number of right hands, in the same
order (from right to left) as in the current decimal system

(4) Numbers have the same structure as the decimal system
(5) The pronunciation of the numbers is not dictated by tradition but

can be chosen systematically
(6) Times can be introducted more quickly so that it allows earlier

insight in the structure of number and arithmetic (a + b × hand + c
× lux + …).

The disadvantages of a senary system are:

(1) It is intended for didactics only and not applied in practice
(2) A question like “How many fingers do you see ?” requires

distinction between left and right, back and palm
(3) It may be confusing, on balance, in learning the decimal system

later on.

Conclusions

I doubt whether this system with base six will be used in First Grade
indeed. Current problems in teaching arithmetic may have to do less
with the number system itself, see for comparison the 1950s. In Holland
since then there has been a curious move towards not learning the
tables by heart, see Milikowski (2004). We may already see a big
improvement when misunderstandings like these are resolved. That
said, it still is a contribution to think about the number system and its
relation to arithmetic.

Libraries have been filled on number and arithmetic but the present
discussion seems to includes these useful points:

(1) Above senary system has an attractive form, both by its streamlining
and by a minimum of confusion with the decimal system. If you use
a senary system, the advice is to use this one.

(2) This paper gives another perspective on the proposal to revise the
names of the decimal numbers (with 11 = ten·one and so on).

(3) Research in both didactics and brains could look with priority
whether First Grade can multiply. When pupils can learn above
senary system then this already shows their elementary grasp of
times. Counting hands is times six. Γ × ׀ø  + □ = Γ□ seems doable
and shows the structure of numbers. Can pupils also multiply with
other numbers ? Five cats with two eyes each gives five times two or
hand·four or ten eyes. Seems doable as well. When a range of
numbers can be found then this can be exploited to develop
arithmetic.

(4) Above discussion may also help to beter target learning aims for
Second Grade. Problems like 2 × 10 + 4 = 24 highlight the structure
of number as well.
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